
Embellished 
Fairy Pillow
From Kreinik and Candamar

Materials needed:
• Garden of Dreams #46004 pre-printed fabric panel
from Candamar Designs (www.candamar.com)
• 8" x 10" sheet of Treasure Tape™
• Diamond Beadlets®
• Kreinik 1/16" Ribbon in 032 Pearl, 9300 Orchid
and 202HL Aztec Gold Hi Lustre
• Kreinik #12 Braid 032 Pearl, 5982 Forest, and 027
Orange
• Wax paper or tracing paper
• shallow pan or tray

Instructions:
This unique fabric piece already has the design imprinted on it. So all you

have to do is attach double-sided Treasure Tape to the areas you want to embel-
lish, decorate with Kreinik threads, then adhere clear Diamond Beadlets®. We
decorated her wings, cuffs, and floral headband. 

To embellish:
1. Lay a piece of wax paper or tracing paper over the areas you want to

embellish and trace. Use a small piece of tape to attach this wax paper to the
red side of the Treasure Tape sheet, and proceed to cut out the area you have
traced. 

2. Take this piece of Treasure Tape and remove the white backing to expose
sticky part. Lay on your fabric panel over the area you want to embellish.

3. Remove the red liner from the tape to expose this sticky side. Decorate
with Kreinik threads in random patterns, swirls, straight lines, etc. Follow the
pattern on the fabric for an easy design.

4. When thread decorating is complete, lay your project face up in a shallow pan or tray, then cover
all sticky areas with Diamond Beadlets®. Swirl your fingertips over the beads to make sure the areas
are fully covered. Shake piece to dislodge loose beads.

Finishing:
This can be made into a pillow, as we’ve have done, or made into a small quilt to decorate a little

girl’s room. If you’re a non-sewer, find a seamstress at your local fabric store to finish the project as a
pillow or quilt, or ask a friend to help.

© Copyright 2005 Kreinik. Beads, tape and thread available from www.kreinik.com

Threads used in
our model:

Cuffs—1/16” Ribbon
202HL for bands, #12
Braid 027 in swirls
Headpiece—#12 Braid
9300 orchid in bows
for flowers, 5982 in
loops for stems
Wings—outlined areas
in 1/16” Ribbon 032.
Swirls and zig-zags
inside each wing with
#12 Braid 032


